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Getting away fast and reach-
ing' top speed in the fewest pos-
sible strides is one secret of base

'running. Ty Cobb is the most
brilliant example of this art to-

day. He is at top speed in his
second step; '

Sliding is getting'more atten-
tion than ever. The value of the

Eddie Collins.of over"

"fall away", and "hook slide". is
appreciated, y player
who can learn them is being given
every assistance.

Manager McGraw rigged a slid-

ing pit for his men to hurl
'selve into. The majority of man-

ager, however, ordeF their men,
to "hit the hard dirt," on the
theory that they will learn more
quickly. This is rough on the
epidermis, but it knocks "can't"
.out ofti player's system.

GreatVbase runners are stud-dent- s.

Their brain works faster
than the man they match wits

with. They secure a long lead
and feel the instants.it is .safe to
start, to obtain advantage of
.every fraction of time between
the pitcher's" motion and the ar
rival of 'the ball at second or
third, from the catcher.

Not only will you seemore at
tempts to steal second this year,
but third base will be the object
of a determined attack. Third
has been neglected too long.

Sliding is generally rfeet first
Terry Turner isone of the very
few players who still slide head

..first successfully. Ty Cobh made
the hook and fall-awa- y, slide

sliding "all the bag,

and
popular because he was success-
ful.

Men like Bill Lange, Billy Sun-
day and Mike Kelley depended
more upon sheer weight and their
spikes than upon cleverness, when
stealing. Few basemen could
hold the ball after being knocked
down by them and many an

hesitated whe'n'he saw
these big fellows piling in at full
speed.

Today the lightning "use ' of
hands and feet, rather than brute
force succeeds; The ability to
hook one foot "around a base.
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